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Meet Giorgos
Giorgos was born in Thessaloniki and now he’s fifty. He still lives in the city and he’s now an Independent Contractor. His
usual day profile looks like a triathlon sprint while trying to find an equilibrium between the family and the customer
needs. He lives in the north part of the city, near Pylaia.
Besides the fact that he loves driving, PT offer in that specific part of the city is not offering enough flexibility and
alternatives that could fit his chaotic rhythms. Giorgos has a passion for black German cars and he always gives them
funny names. Unfortunately Kitt, his actual car, was hit last Friday by a truck entering one of the neighbourhood stretch
streets and now is in the waiting list at the service, in queue for some components.
Tomorrow a new week starts and Giorgos needs to be at school at 8, then he needs to take his mother to the doctor and
following he has an appointment in the central part of the City, at 11.30. The afternoon, after taking the kids back home,
is even more challenging since his favourite band is playing in an open air concert, at the Port area, and Giorgos can’t
absolutely miss this!

Fortunately, MyCorridor application – MyOSS - is supporting Giorgos to
organize his day in this crisis situation!
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Giorgos first signed in MyOSS and indicated as his preferred means of transport the car sharing services,
Public Transport and walk. To personalize his mobility even more, he chose his routing preferred options in
the rest of the profile editor menu. Finally, Giorgos inserted his card details so as to complete his orders
fast.

By Card
By PayPal

Cost type

Prepaid card
Masterpass
Bank transfer

Type of services preferred by
user

Cash at payment point
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Giorgos plans his trips with the environment in
mind. He has selected to receive products and
services with a low environmental footprint.

It is also important for
Giorgos to receive real time
traffic notifications, have
access to mobility information
(e.g. Travel Time and Parking)
and re-routing strategies

Cost type

Type of services preferred by
user

Non Mobility

Non Mobility
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Having set up his profile, Giorgos starts using MyOSS! In the app’s homepage, Giorgos selects the “MaaS on
the Go” to adjust today’s trip through the trip planning mechanism of the app. His first route is via the
Thessaloniki Ring Road, which accommodates approx of 40% of road trips and is connecting Pylaia to the
city center. Giorgos estimates that a good time to depart from her house is at 07:00.

The MyCorridor matchmaking process makes the following suggestion for
Giorgo, as the best alternative route:
• Car sharing from his home to the nearest car sharing park
• Walking from the car sharing park to the school (5 minutes).

Wow! He can reach his destination in only 30 minutes!
Giorgos selects the Mobility Package suggested by MyCorridor by clicking
“Continue”.
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He can now view all trip legs (can scroll down to view all parts). Giorgos clicks “Buy” to proceed and see the
service providers that provide the mobility package he has selected. Assessing the prices and the number of
stars received, Giorgos chooses to buy the car sharing service provided by the Municipality by clicking on the
provider’s name and clicking “Proceed”.

Enjoy
Car sharing – 0,20 €/min

Enjoy
Car sharing – 0,20 €/min

LIFTSHARE
Car sharing – 0,15 €/min

LIFTSHARE
Car sharing – 0,15 €/min
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…and the trip begins!
MyOSS – Traffic congestion ahead
due to accident. Please take
alternative route. See more.

Giorgos shows on map the near parking cars, he
books the nearest one and goes to pick up.
While driving, Giorgos receives a Traffic
Management
Services
notification
from
MyCorridor about an accident that took place at
the Ring Road that leads to his destination.
The notification advises him to take another
shortcut to avoid traffic congestion and bypass the
accident. Giorgos follows the shortcut directions.
Listening to the radio about the number of vehicles
stuck in traffic, Giorgos is relieved to have received
the notification on time. That was very close!
Giorgos smiles as he arrives at his destination with
no delay!
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During the trip, Giorgos activated the «Traffic Light Assistance» application under the «drive mode» to be informed
about the «Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory» and the «Time To Green». Giorgos knows the highest fuel
consumption on urban arterials is associated with driving in congested traffic, characterized by higher speed
fluctuations and frequent stops at intersections. One way to reduce excessive stop-and-go driving on urban streets is
to optimize signal timings. MyCorridor incorporated changes in drivers' behavior to achieve optimum performance at
signalized intersections.

Paolo Reggino

Via
Michelangelo
Ascanio
grande
18

GLOSA

(Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory)

TTG

(Time To Green)
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…and the trip begins!

18:00

18:00

Thessaloniki port Parking
40/40 resources available

Queue 3KM
Tsimiski road

Parking Sport
100/100 resources available

Incident
Tsimiski 71

Ήλτσιος Πάρκινγκ
ILTSIOS PARKING
Paolo Reggino
80/80 resources available
Via
Michelangelo
Ascanio
grande
18

Route:
Paolo Reggino
*Pylaia city Centre
* Port of Thessaloniki
Via

Estimated Travel
Time: 60 min
Michelangelo
Ascanio
grande
18

The day is coming to the
conclusion and finally Giorgos is
ready to go to the Port area for the
open air concert. Thanks to the
MyOSS, Giorgos was informed that
there is no parking available at the
Port’s parking lots and the Travel
time to reach the Port by car is
higher and higher, so he decided to
take Public Transport to reach it,
always using MyOSS.
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The magic behind the scene!

Giorgos is indeed satisfied with the services of his travel coach, even though he has
no idea of how many people create “The magic behind the scene” in order to
guarantee him the best personalized trip alternative. They belong to what we could
call “The Maas Enabler in the Maas value chain”, dealing with the management of
the Infrastructure, Data, Modelling, Planning, Demand analytics, Traffic
management, Incident management and Integrated mobility services.
Interaction between Traffic Management and MaaS is a bidirectional one and evolves
both worlds: on one hand, Traffic Management enables MaaS: involves car as part of
the product but promotes modal shift & facilitate seamless usage of urban and
interurban road while preserving quality of service.
On the other side, Traffic Management evolves through MaaS: from traditional to
cross-modal interactive mobility management.
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While on the car sharing ride, Giorgos receives a Traffic Management
Services notification from MyCorridor about an accident that took place at
the Ring Road that leads to his destination. The notification advises his to
take another shortcut to avoid traffic congestion and bypass the accident.
How is this achieved?
The Traffic Management Center exploits a series of enhanced traffic data
from various sources such as loop, radar and floating car data coming from
external service providers. In case of an abnormal situation such as an
accident the Traffic Management Center issues a recommendation to
MyOSS backend. The recommendation could concern virtual VMS message
or park and ride shift.
MyCorridor platform matches the recommendation to specific end user
trips. Accordingly, the recommendations are pushed as text notifications to
interested drivers (such as Giorgos).

Traffic Management Strategies arise by the “Decision Support System” (DSS) integrated in
the Traffic Management platform. The DSS acts on the connected systems in answer to a
trigger coming from the recognition of a specific traffic condition. Strategies are activated
according to the verification of strategy activation conditions.
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During the trip, Giorgos activated the «Traffic Light Assistance» application to be informed about the «Green Light Optimal
Speed Advisory» and the «Time To Green».
How is this achieved?
MyOSS is able to retrieve 3rd party in-vehicle applications (such as the Traffic Light Assistance) and present to the driver if the
latter has already purchased/selected this application.

The Traffic Light Assistance is a V2I application where intersection traffic signals broadcast the
current state of signal phasing (red, yellow, or green) and time remaining in that phase. Such
data are used by connected vehicles to support eco-friendly speed trajectories as vehicles
approach and depart from a signalized intersection.
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Thanks to the MyCorridor APP, Giorgos was informed that there is no
parking available at the Port and the Travel time to reach the Port by car is
higher and higher, so he decided to take Public Transport to reach it, always
using MyCorridor APP.
How is this achieved?
The Traffic Management Center exploits a series of enhanced
traffic data from various sources as well as parking availability
data. The traffic information can concern incidents, LoS and
travel times for specified paths. These are fed to MyCorridor
backend. The information is disseminated to end users but
could be easily channelized to all interested stakeholders via
MyOSS, for example to public transport operator.

Traffic Management platform is an integrated and modular solution for Traffic monitoring,
management and control, event management, provision of real-time traffic and mobility
information, traffic model management, in real-time operations and for forecasts as well
as Decision Support System. The Traffic Management platform makes use of EU standards
(channels, data model, data exchange specifications).
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Behind the scene; The entire picture:
“Traffic Management platform” for the Traffic Operators
& Traffic related services for the end users via MyCorridor
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MYCORRIDOR BACK-END API (export elaborated data)
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PLANNED EVENT DATA

DATA PLATFORM + DATA FUSION
REST API Interface (import raw data)

DATA SOUCES
(Sensors, FCD, gateway, DATEX2 )
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